
MAINFRAME SOFTWARE

Capabilities included in Mainframe Essentials

 

Software Risk Assessment
Easily analyze risks associated with your mainframe software products
Streamline your risk management process and minimize negative impacts on mainframe 
operations by proactively tracking maintenance, lifecycle, expiring certifications, and 
Broadcom license keys — all from a single dashboard. 

PTF Analysis
• What maintenance is available but has not been received yet?
• What maintenance have I received but not deployed?
• What is the risk of not deploying maintenance?

Maintaining products to improve functionality through updates is critical, and  
manually managing maintenance can be challenging. PTF Analysis automatically 
prioritizes workload based on the risk of each maintenance item, streamlining the 
maintenance process, and can be used for all SMP/E installed products, not just 
Broadcom solutions.

Keyrings and Certificates
• Do I have any expiring keyring tokens in need of renewal?
• Do I know who owns a keyring or certificate?
• Do any CICS TCP/IP services require a certificate?

SSL certificates are vital for securing communication between clients and  
servers in the API-driven ecosystem. To avoid API call failures, it’s crucial to refresh 
expiring certificates on time. Software Risk Assessment helps by listing keyrings  
and certificates by proactively displaying their expiration date, allowing you to  
stay ahead of potential disruptions to prevent negative impacts on your  
API-driven operations.
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What critical areas does Software Risk Assessment address?

Product Lifecycle
• Is any installed software out of support now?
• Is any installed software nearing end-of-support?

To access up-to-date maintenance, it’s important to migrate to newer versions of 
products that are ending support. The Software Risk Assessment capability provides 
a solution by retrieving product lifecycle information in real-time, and any mainframe 
software vendor can participate.

Get Started in Minutes:
Software Risk Assessment is included within Mainframe Essentials, a powerful  

set of tools available to all Broadcom mainframe customers at no additional cost.  

Visit our website to learn how to download this functionality today.

https://www.mainframe.broadcom.com/beyondcode/mainframe-essentials

